Preparation  Storage  Cleaning  Beyond the Kitchen

1. everyday flatware
2. cleaning products
3. recycling & trash
4. food storage containers
5. everyday glasses & dishes
The biggest buzz words in kitchen and bath remodeling and new construction are function and comfort, with accessible storage a top priority. So the timing couldn’t be better to get acquainted with our Essentials Storage Solutions. It reduces stress by offering well-thought out, beautiful storage solutions for nearly every room in the house.

We’ve organized our program into four essential areas, where having a place for everything makes life run more smoothly: Preparation, Storage, Cleaning, and Beyond the Kitchen.

Think about what you want from a cabinet company, and then Think Essentials Storage Solutions.
Preparation

The French have a saying called *mise en place*, which means “to put in place.” Having all your ingredients and utensils prepared and ready to go before you start cooking makes you a better cook. And having an efficient place to store pantry items, cooking tools and utensils is just as important. Essentials Storage Solutions offers the flexibility to put everything you need “in place” to save you time, and keep your meal planning and prep running smoothly.
Storage

We’ve seen greater demand for storage features such as roll outs, pull outs, lazy susans and drawers. Essentials Storage Solutions is on trend with options like these that provide better access and more storage flexibility, from pots and pans to the pantry.
Utilities Cabinet with Pantry Kit Option

Lazy Susan

Deluxe Corner Storage

Base Pantry Cabinet

Roll Out Tray Cabinet

Blind Corner Storage

Peg Board Organization

Food Container Organizer

Blind Corner Cloud
Storage

Drawer Plate Storage

Plate Rack Cabinet

Deep Drawer Divider

Roll Out Tray Base Cabinet

Small Drawer Divider

Tray Divider Pullout
Tray Divider (24” deep cabinet only)

Two Tier Cutlery Divider

Apothecary

Upper Cabinet Divider

Drawer Organizer

Wine Storage and Stem Glass Holder

Super Susan Pullout

Metal Stem Glass Holder

Metal Bottle Holder
Cleaning

You need cleaning and waste management supplies close at hand, but out of sight. Essentials Storage Solutions allows you to hide these necessary supplies beautifully, with cabinet door racks and pull outs to make efficient use of space.
Waste Management System

Full Height Trash Basket Cabinet with Roll Out

Sink Storage Pull Out

Sink Storage Door Rack

Sink Dish Towel Door Rack

Tilt Out Trays

Sink Base Liner
Beyond The Kitchen

You’ll find Essentials storage inspiration all over the house….from the laundry and bathroom, to the home office, mudroom and family room. Whether you have something to store or display, Essentials has a creative solution.
Beyond The Kitchen

Decorative Bookcase

Home Office/Homework Space

Media Center/Storage
Essential Storage Solutions

1. platter storage
2. tray storage
3. baking storage
4. baking equipment storage
5. spice storage
6. pots and pans storage
7. pots and pans storage
8. pots and pans storage
9. oil and vinegar storage
10. knife storage/cutting board
11. mixing bowl storage